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Abstract 
Manufacturing process re-engineering, as applied to manufacturing systems, is often direct
ed at improving WlP material flow through the processors which make up the system. This 
is a traditional manufacturing/industrial engineering activity which has been actively per
sued for the past half century and has even more universal appeal in the 1990's. It is 
important to note that contemporary application of this traditional, process re-engineering 
activity should also be done in conjunction with a study of appropriate production/process 
control. Experience with four difrerent companies which produce rour vastly different 
product lines will be examined to emphasize the importance or process re-engineering for 
contemporary manufacturing systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Business Process Re-engineering (13PR) has rightly received much attention and is dis
cussed in numerous publications: books, professional journal and trade publication anicles. 
The cost and time savings which have resulted from application of BPR principles in 
specific companies have been signiricant; organizational units, within companies, which 
specialize in the application of BPR principles, are not uncommon. As good as BPR is, 
however, we should not forget that industrial and manufacturing engineers have been 
applying manufacwrinJ.: process re-engineering for almost a century. 

In this paper we will re-visit one of the most popular examples of manufacturing 
process re-engineering, the conversion of process oriented manufacturing system machine 
tool configurations to product miented configurations. In most cases significant product 
lead time and WlP reductions are a result; the input/output curves of work centers, cells, 
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94 Part Two The Modelling of Business Process 

departments, even factories become considerably thinner. Figure I is a throughput curve of 
the style suggested by Wiendahl (1994, 1995) 
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Figure I: Throughput Curve 

We will describe four actual examples, from four different firms which represent 
distinct product types with differenr manufacturing processes. In all four cases, company 
management was concerned with the manufacturing system attributes associated with WIP: 
lead time, inventory level, product variety, etc. It was their desire to achieve this 
improvement through changes to their physical system, not through planning or flow 
control methodology changes. This represents the bottom element in the GRAI 
manufacturing architecture. This is shown in Figure 2, from Doumeingts, et. al.(l995). 

Figure 2: Structure of GRAI architecture 
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2 ABOUT THE FOUR COMPANIES 

Company A is a manufacturer of rugged, heat-resistant shirts and pants used by laborers 
in the steel and aluminum industries. The company recently acquired a new facility and had 
set up the workstations as per a process layout. The result of this facility configuration, for 
a company with a relatively high-volume output, was large WIP; materials had to 
accumulate sufficiently to be worth the time to move around the shop floor. Additionally, 
the complicated material flow had, as a consequence, numerous intersecting paths. 

Company B is a blood processing center which segregates whole blood into distinct 
products: RBC's, frozen plasma, liquid plasma, and platelets. This company undertook a 
determined re-engineering effon in order to be capable of handling a substantial increase in 
production. The major existing problem was a complex and inefficient material flow. A 
major consequence of this problem was that workers inadvertently hindered each other's 
activities. 

Company C is a producer of recreational vehicle (RV) axle components, elecu·ic brakes, 
hubs and drums. The plant had a process-based layout, with each area pe1fom1ing a 
different operation. The actual product flow and material handling system had many 
inefficiencies. Problems caused by these inefficiencies included a high level of WIP and 
long lead times. Another problem encountered was the poor location of the support 
functions such as maintenance, quality control, and the tool room. 

Company D is a producer of lighted Christmas tree decorations. Only assembly 
operations (no part fabrication) is perfonned by this company. They fonnerly used several 
plants to perfonn diverse fum:tions such as assembly, storage, etc. The company desired to 
expand and consolidate into one plant. It was hoped that, as was the case for company A, 
flow-related attributes such as lead time and WIP would be reduced. 

3 ABOUT THE PRODUCTS 

From the above company descriptions it would appear obvious that they produce very 
different products for different markets with different rates of demand. Despite all of these 
differences there are some similarities. The Chri.•wnas tree decorations, and the blood 
products are make to stock; the RV components are 111ake ro order. The rugged work pants 
and shirts are 50% make to stock and 50% make to order. Also, none of these firms are 
intemational or national leaders in their products' markets; they are all, what we might 
term, "regional suppliers" of their products to the mid-western United States. All four of 
the !inns want their products to be more competitive with comparable products from other 
firms; they would all like to become "world class" producers of their respective products. 
Some of the blood products have a limited shelf life while the other products do not. The 
Christmas tree decoration products are very seasonal; the others do not have a strong 
seasonal component to their demand. 
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4 THERE-ENGINEERING COMPARISON 

THE PIIYSICAL SYSTEM 

Returning again to the boltom level of the GRAI diagram of figure 2, we see the physical 
system and note that it is idtegrated with the decisional (planning and control) and informa
tional aspects of the total manufacturing system. If we consider this "physical system" to be 
the manufacturing process aspect of the total system it is in this location that manufacturing 
process re-engineering will take place. WIP materials flow through and between the indivi
dual operations of the process. 

Manufacturing and industrial engineers have been applying their modeling and 
analysis tools to the study and improvement of manufacturing systems for years with the 
goal of simplification. A rearrangement of processing elements (machine tools, etc.) to 
encourage a more logical and reduced distance flow of materials is usually the first step in a 
process re-engineering project. For the past twenty-five or more years we have sought to 
change factory organization from a process emphasis to a product flow emphasis. Our late 
colleague John Burbidge ( 19H9) was an outspoken advocate of this strategy. The recent 
strong emphasis on cellular manufacturing is an example of this. Since much of this effort 
is applied to existing manufacturing facilities it can be considered to be manufacturing 
process re-engineering. It is interesting to note that much of the writing associated with 
cellular manufacturing concerns manufacturing in the metal processing industries. The 
technical literature also abounds with new developments in, or applications of, machine 
clustering. 

4.1 Pt·ocessor variety in these manufacturing systems 

The four companies being analyzed here represent a wide variety of material processors and 
this should be indicative of the breadth of ;tpplication possible for re-engineering the physi
cal system. Consider the following (incomplete) list: 

Company A (rugged work pants and shirts) 

cutting tables (various sizes) 
sewing machines (various sizes) 
snap inserting punches 
packing benches 

Company B (blood products) 

centrifuges 
agitators 
ex pressors 
mettler balance 
freezer storage 

Company C (RV axle and other components) 

dri II presses 
NC milling machines 
NC lathes 
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ComDany D (Christmas tree decorations) 

stationary assembly benches 
rotational assembly tables 
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In addition to the above processors, all four firms had storage racks at various locations 
within their facilities. 

4. 2 Process re-engineering at each finn 

It is not the purpose of this paper to recreate the detail of each manufacturing system re
design. That would take many more pages than are allowed for this presentation. It is our 
goal to briefly describe the before and after situation within each manufacturing system and 
then make a comparison of'the four cases. 

At Company A (pants and shirts) both products were routed through similar 
machines (e.g. sewing machines, etc.) which were located, by process, in the same area. 
See Figures 3 and 4. The material flow was complicated, having many routing 
intersections, and backtracking. While there was an effort to keep pants fabrication and 
assembly in one area and shirt works in another, there were cenain workstations that are 
common to the fabrication of both products (shirts & pants) that cross over from one 
product type area into another product type area. 

S toro.ge <2nd Floor) 

Figure 3: Initial material flow for shirt components at Company A 

S toroge <2nd floor) 

Figure 4: Initial lllaterial flow for pants components at Colllpany A 
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The processes were rearranged so that an area which would contain the common 
processes could complement (efficiently support) the areas which would contain processes 
which are unique to the two products. Figure 5 shows this new arrangement. There were 
two variations on the proposed, new configuration, and both of them offered management 
more material flow flexibility, reduced material movement between operations., a1md more 
effective utilization of the processing equipment (certain sewing machines, etc.). An 
interesting side note here is that there was no shortage of factory space; however, it was 
important to reduce materiiil.handling distances, especially for the pants, which weigh 50% 
more than the shirt components. 

final 
Operations 

Figure 5: Revised operations orientation for pants & shirts Components at Company A 

In Company B (blood products) the existing layout was a process-oriented one. 
Within this facility the donated blood is separated into distinct components: red blood cells, 
plasma (kept either frozen or liquid), platelet concentrates, and leukocytes. One pressing 
objective of this firm's management is to streamline its operations so that it may be capable 
of handling a substantial increase of production volume. In contrast to Company A, Com
pany B does not have space for expansion. 

Figure 6 summarizes the activities and operations perfmmed as the materials move 
throughout the production area. This chan served as a major guide to re-organizing the 
processing facilities into a product-oriented configuration. To further demonstrate the erra
tic flow caused by the existing process layout, the following two lines trace the flow of the 
processes for separation of red blood cells (RBC) and platelet rich plasma (PRP) products 
respectively. 
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Figure 6: Material flow for blood products at Company B 
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A solutio n proposed here, to cope with the space limitations, was to stack certain 
processors on top of each other. It is po ssible to stack e x pressors three high and two wide 
without any ergonomic detriment. Agitators can be placed at least two high . II was found 
that several options were available to management within the context of processor stacking; 
each had certain advanwges and disadvantages. All of the proposed l;tyouts did significant 
ly reduce WlP flow distance and eliminate most backtracking and interference. 

Company C (axles and other RV components) represents the type of metal pro
ducts firm which most people are familiar with and is o ften used for text book examples. 
The objective of the re-engineering effort here was to move from a process to a product 
oriented facility configuration; this was viewed by management as a procedure for simplify
ing the material flow system The existing facility design is shown in Figure 7 . Burbidge's 
Production Flow Analysis (PFA) strategy was used for this project. The flow for each of 
the parts was defined. Then, the parts with similar process requirements were placed 
together in a cell . Once cells were formed , the location of the machines within each ceU 
was detennined . The last step was to designate the locatio n of the cells as well as the 
supporting departments within the plant. 
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Figure 7: Existing flow of RV components at Company C 
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The result of this effort was almost textbook-like in that WIP, lead-time and 
material handling were reduced; product quality was improved and additional manufactur
ing space was gained. 

Company D (Christmas tree decorations) had a real material movement distance problem: 
some of its pre-assembly material storage and operations were located at different plants, 
miles apart. After the decision to consolidate all operations into a single facility was made, a 
design for this single facility was needed. 

The new facility configuration is shown in Figure g. This layout consists of two 
main areas: warehouse area (which consists of racks to store both raw materials and 
finished products) and assembly area. To determine the warehouse area, several aspects 
were considered: number of aisles, aisle width and stacking height, and storage space 
needed. the number of aisles used was detem1ined by the rack configuration, whereas the 
aisle width and stacking height was determined by the forklift type. 

Within the context of the presented design it should be seen that a number of op
tions are available to management which will depend on the amount of money to be invest
ed, the level of efficiency and/or automation desired. It will be seen however, that the 
material now cycle has bee'n greatly reduced in both time and distance traveled. 
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Figure R: Finn! layout at Company D 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It has been our intention to document, with a few examples, that which has been known to 
industrial and manufacturing engineers for many years: significant production improvement 
can be achieved by process re-engineering. What is especially interesting about the type of 
process re-engineering described here is that it essentially consisted of moving processors 
closer together; it was apparently quite simple. Simple as it may seem, however, the 
distance and location of the processor moves were constrained by a knowledge (by the en
gineer) of the type of product and type of process and specific interactions they may have. 
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A final point we should emphasize here can be seen by returning again to Figure 2, 
the GRAI architecture. All of the "process re-engineering" changes implemented by the 
four fim1s occurred at the bottom (physical system) of the architecture. It should be under
stood that additional changes could possibly be made, for these factories, at the decisional 
system or operating system levels of the architecture. In fact the physical system re
engineering changes which were suggested for four companies mighT require some, at 
least, slight attention to the two above mentioned levels. In that case a more thorough 
information technology study would be required. 
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